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Abstract: Compiler is a tool to translate abstract code containing natural language terms to machine code. Meta compilers
are available to compile more than one languages. We have developed a meta framework intends to combine
two dissimilar programming languages, namely C++ and Java to provide a flexible object oriented programming
platform for the user. Suitable constructs from both the languages have been combined, thereby forming a new
and stronger Meta-Language. The framework is developed using the compiler writing tools, Flex and Yacc to
design the front end of the compiler. The lexer and parser have been developed to accommodate the complete
keyword set and syntax set of both the languages. Two intermediate representations have been used in between
the translation of the source program to machine code. Abstract Syntax Tree has been used as a high level
intermediate representation that preserves the hierarchical properties of the source program. A new machine-
independent stack-based byte-code has also been devised to act as a low level intermediate representation. The
byte-code is essentially organised into an output class file that can be used to produce an interpreted output. The
results especially in the spheres of providing C++ concepts in Java have given an insight regarding the potential
strong features of the resultant meta-language.
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1. Introduction

High-level programming languages are developed to
enable a programmer to devise instructions using terms
from natural languages itself. The task of translating this
abstract code into machine language was assigned to a
new system software tool, the Compiler. Meta-Compiler
refers to a compiler that compile source code containing

∗E-mail: snnadera06@gmail.com

statements from multiple programming languages. We
developed a semi automatic translator that converts a meta
program containing C++ and Java language constructs
to Java [1]. Certain meta compilers compile language
that reuses programs written in another language. One
such work is to invoke C++ code from Java environment
by integrating native methods in language like C++
with Java using Java Native Interface (JNI) and Cygnus
Native Interface (CNI) [2]. JNI provides interfaces that
enable communication between these two languages.
Even though performance gain is achieved by integrating
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programs compiled to native machine language with Java,
security and portability threat persists. Security threat
leads to buffer overflow and heap corruption attacks.
Portability threat is due to the fact that since C++ code
is compiled to native machine language of a particular
platform, platform independence of Java is lost.
The meta language developed is a new language
combining the features of all the constituent languages.
The meta-compiler allows the programmer to invoke
constructs from other languages in his program. This
provides increased flexibility to the programmer. The
functions of the meta-compiler include compilation of
programs of all the languages in the Meta-Language. It
must also resolve any form of incompatibility that might
exist between the programming constructs of the different
languages. Syntax and Semantics of two languages
are clearly defined by Recursive Functions on Context
Free (CFRF) languages through which syntax check of
the language can be done [3, 4]. Semantic analysis is
performed to ensure the program miscellaneous semantic
properties like type checking. The result of the front end
is usually a parse tree, that is, a tree-representation of
the source code, where the nodes are tokens or grammar
symbols. The output of the meta-compiler may either be
a new form or in the native form of any of the constituent
languages.

2. Related work

The purpose of meta compiler is to translate a meta
program such that target code executes identically as
source code. It is a standard technology for software
maintenance and evolution [5]. Meta is one such research
project whose main aim is to increment and unify the
syntax and semantics of existing languages [6]. It acts
as a language template and develops a new language
when Meta syntax is applied to existing object oriented
languages.
We performed a survey of various transformation systems
and identified their pros and cons [7]. MoHCA-Java is a
tool which translates a pure C++ file to Java code [8].
But active involvement of the user is required before
compiling to Java. In Cappuccino also, a native C++
file is translated to Java equivalent [9]. In this work,
keywords are handled by replacement lists which contain
information for replacing keywords found in the source
file. A partial translation was carried out in this work.
Messages are inserted in a separate file to mark those
parts that must be edited manually. Similar translators
are designed in C2j and C2j++ which all rely on text
stream processing [10]. C2j performs partial parsing on

C++ files generating Java source code. Language C2j++
access C++ classes using Java native method interface
thus affecting security and portability of Java programs.
Many developers consider source to source program
transformation as expensive, time consuming and therefore
infeasible. So one solution proposed is to wrap it
and embed it in new application without changing the
language rather than redeveloping [11, 12]. Depending
on the application, interface has to be designed. It is
quite cheaper and provides a faster transition.
There have been a few attempts of implementing language
transformation using meta frameworks. Constructs are
added in ALGOL to include new data types and operators
and to redefine the behaviour of existing operators [13].
New features are included as a replacement rules to
reduce storage overheads. MetaL developed for C and
Pascal implements a meta framework for two procedure
oriented languages [14]. Syntax checking of the source
code is done using meta grammar developed from C and
Pascal grammars. Any change requiring a design decision
is not recognized or reported. Reeuwijk discussed a
template based meta compiler that generates source code
of any programming language [15]. In this work a template
language Tm was developed which accepts data structure
definitions and source code template as input and produce
target code of a particular programming language as an
output. File inclusion is supported so code can be shared
between programming languages.

3. Meta compilation model
The design of meta-compiler essentially converged into
two problems. First is the set of tasks associated
with a regular compiler, like lexical processing, syntactic
processing, intermediate code generation, etc. Second„
certain unique problems regarding the incompatibilities
existing between the constituent languages of the
proposed Meta-Language. Here, we mostly deal with
differences in C++ and Java and their consequential
difficulties in compilation.
The redundant tasks of compilation like Lexical analysis,
Syntactic Analysis, etc. does not pose a challenging
problem in compiler construction due to the development
of compiler writing tools to deal with the same. The
problem acquires a new dimension regarding the choice
of Intermediate code formats to be used. We used
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) as a high level intermediate
representation. Generation and traversal of the AST
represents some unique problems. The AST is a dynamic
data structure and hence any form of grafting or pruning
performed in it may cause inadvertent data loss. Machine
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independent byte code can be developed for a stack-
based or register based virtual machine. The byte code
is intended for a stack machine, considering the format of
Java’s byte code.
Meta-compiler essentially consists of five files of compiler
code. The lexer file written in Flex syntax and with
associated C code to recognize the tokens of both C++
and Java. The parser file written in Yacc syntax with
associated C code to verify the syntax of both C++ and
Java. A file containing global declarations for symbolic
constants that are used as labels for nodes in the Abstract
Syntax Tree has been specified. A compiler-code file is
present defining structures for the Symbol Tables to store
the various class declarations and also with functions for
creation and traversal of Abstract Syntax Tree. Finally,
there is a meta-compiler file that combines and invokes
all other components to form a single compiler interface.
It has system calls for invoking flex, bison, etc. Figure 1
shows the new compilation model.

3.1. Lexer
A lexer of a compiler basically consists of definitions of
tokens of the particular language. We used Flex for lexical
analysis that accepts a set of rules for valid tokens and
produces a C program that can identify these tokens.
Regular expressions have also been defined to comply
with C++ and Java specifications regarding identifiers,
integers, etc. The tokens identified by the lexer are
returned to the Yacc program for next stage of compilation.
Java and C++ have similar rules for definition of
operators, constants and identifiers. The same holds true
for most of the functional keywords. The flex specification
has been augmented with specific tokens of C++ (like
operator, goto, struct, etc) and Java (like import, extends,
String, etc). Regular expressions for identifiers and
literals have also been included. The actions of all the
flex specifications return the corresponding tokens to the
Yacc program. Both Java and C++ being indentation
independent languages, the lexer has been programmed
to ignore white spaces.
The flex specifications broadly include two formats:

1. Strings enclosed in quotations that indicate specific
keywords or characters. The actions for such
specifications simply return the specific token to
the parser.
Eg: “float” {return FLOAT;}
This specification identifies the keyword float that
refers to the data type for floating point numbers.

2. Regular Expressions for tokens that appear in Java
and C++. These include templates for constants,

identifiers, etc.
Eg: [0-9]∗[.][0-9]∗ {strcpy(identifier,yytext); return
FLOATING POINT LITERAL;}

This specification indicates the format for a floating
point number. The action returns the token for
floating point constant and also copies the value
as a string into a global array for further use of the
parser.

3.2. Parser
Yacc is a tool that serves as the standard parser generator
on Linux operating system. It generates a parser based
on an analytic grammar written in BNF notation. It
uses grammar rules that allow it to analyse tokens from
Flex and create a syntax tree. The syntax tree is
the hierarchical structure of tokens. Yacc contains both
grammar statements and associated C statements to be
executed as parser actions.
The meta parser has combined grammars of the syntax sets
of both Java and C++. The functional constructs like If,
While, etc. have same syntax and hence have no grammar
conflicts. Other syntaxes like class declarations differ
substantially, hence through corresponding grammars,
the syntax of both languages have been extended to
comply with each other. To accept class definitions of
both languages, the grammar has been rewritten as:

Class_definition: Java_class_definition |C_class_definition;
Java_class_definition: CLASS class_name EXTENDS
inherited_class IMPLEMENTS interface_list
CLASS_BODY;
C_class_definition: CLASS class_name COLON
inherited_class_list

Another example for illustrating the syntactic difference
between C++ and Java is inheritance. It is resolved
in meta compiler by retaining "extends" keyword, but
allows multiple classes to be inherited through comma
operator. We need to write meta grammar rules for
all data structures and control structures. Exception
handling mechanism is implemented in Java and C++
to reduce run time errors. But Java provides a more
flexible implementation for programmer. Both language
implementations can be used in the source code using
the meta grammar as

block: block|throw_statement | try_statement
throw_statement: THROW expression SEMICOLON
try_statement: TRY block catches |TRY block catches
_opt FINALLY
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Figure 1. Meta platform structure.

catches_opt: | catches
catches: catch_clause | catches catch_clause
catch_clause: CATCH LPAREN formal_parameter
RPAREN block

The parser action statements for symbol declarations like
variables, classes, etc. modify entries in the symbol
tables of the compiler. The action code for executable
statements modify the Abstract Syntax Tree through
insertion, pruning or grafting. The grammar covers the
complete language specifications of both Java and C++,
but actions have been written only for the implemented
subsets of the languages. The subset is chosen to project
the syntactic , semantic, library and design differences
between two languages [16, 17].
Consider the statement: if (2<a) { }
The metagrammar with parser action statement is as
follows.
if_then_statement:
IF LPAREN expression RPAREN statement
{
A[0]=$3;
A[1]=$5;
$$=create(IF_,2,-1,-1,A);
}

Grammar to identify relational expression is
expression: relational_expression
relational_expression: shift_expression|relational_expression
LT shift_expression
{
A[0]=$1;
A[1]=$3;

$$=create(LTH_,2,-1,-1,A)
}
shift_expression: primary|name
primary:literal |THIS|LPAREN expression RPAREN

Above grammar has been defined for a common
programming construct of Java and C++, the simple If
statement and relational expression. The left hand side
consists of the non-terminal and the right hand side
consists of the production and the action to be performed
when this non-terminal has been parsed. Since Yacc
generates a bottom-up LALR parser, the non-terminals
like expression and statement are parsed from the lower
rungs itself. The implicit stack of Yacc can be used
for transferring information through the parsing process.
[$$]refers to the value of the non-terminal generating
the production and [$$]integer refers to the specified non
terminal in the right hand side production.

3.3. Abstract Syntax Tree

Abstract Syntax Tree is the high level intermediate
representation being used in the Meta-compiler. The
high level intermediate representation preserves the
hierarchical relationship within the components of the
program. Each node of AST represents a construct in
the program. AST differs from the implicit parse tree
constructed by parser, in that it does not contain any
unnecessary terminals like de-limiters. It is a compact
and dynamic data structure. A depth-first walk of the
AST has been used to generate the byte code.
The AST has been designed using a common template
for all its nodes. Each node has been defined using
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a structure containing the node type, array of pointers
for child nodes and index variables to store symbol table
entries when needed. A create function has been included
to initialize the nodes of the AST. Grafting and Pruning
of the AST is performed through parser action statements.
Since Yacc is bottom up parser, the lower nodes in the
AST are constructed first and then passed on to higher
non terminals. The leaf nodes of the AST will either be a
literal or identifier, the corresponding index values in the
Literal pool and Symbol table is stored in the node itself.
The definition of the node of AST has been implemented
as a C structure. It has mainly four fields:

1. NODE TYPE: Integer value specifying the type of
the node. It is a symbolic constant defined in the
globals file.
Eg: define IF 108
The above definition in the global file has declared
a global symbolic constant IF that is used for nodes
that indicate the If statement.

2. LENGTH: Integer value specifying the number of
children of the current node. The Abstract Syntax
tree need not essentially be a binary tree. The
number of children node may vary with the type of
programming construct

3. * LIST[]: Array of pointers of AST node, specifying
the addresses of the children node. This field
establishes the link between the parent node and
the children nodes.

4. INDEX[]: Array of integers, specifying the indices
to the Symbol table. These values are used when
the node is an identifier.

The AST generation function, create() accepts the above
fields as parameters and assigns them to a newly allocated
node and returns it. This function is invoked through
parser action statements.
Eg: while_statement:
WHILE LPAREN expression RPAREN statement
A[0]=$3;
A[1]=$5;
$$=create(WHILE _,2,-1,-1,A);

The WHILE - node of the AST is created with the
expression as the first child and statement as the second
child. The fields reset with -1 are for indices, that are not
used here.
Abstract Syntax Tree Linking Algorithm
The nodes of the AST have to be suitably linked to form
a coherent tree structure. The basic linking node is
the compound statement node that links two statements.

When a new statement is encountered it is added to
a previous compound statement or if it is full to a
new compound statement. The new compound statement
becomes the right child of previous node and the right
child of the previous node becomes the left child of the
new node.
Link(Node prev, Stmt S)
If prev→ left is NULL
prev→left=S;
return;
If prev→right is NULL
prev→right=S;
return;
Create new node of type Cstmt: C
C→left=prev→right;
prev→right=C;
C→right=S;
return.

3.4. Symbol Table

The symbol table acts as a database for all information
about subroutines, variables and so forth. The symbol
table serves many other purposes like type checking,
data privacy, etc. In the Meta-compiler, the symbol
table has been implemented as a static multi dimensional
array. All symbols and their information are entered
during parsing into this table (indexed by integers). A
hierarchical ordering of four main symbol tables have been
used, Classtab, Symtab, Littab, Methodtab. Classtab has
been used to store the details of the classes declared
in the program. It is the main symbol table and stores
all the meta-level information of the program. The class-
level details that are stored are the name of the class,
inherited classes, implemented classes and also a flag to
indicate whether main function is present or not. All the
class member details are stored in other three lower level
symbol tables, Symtab, Littab, and Methodtab. Symtab
has been used to store the details of the data fields of
the class. Variables of the eight fundamental data types
have been stored in two arrays with common indices.
The details of objects of other classes declared in the
current class have also been stored in this table. Littab
has been used to store the details of the literals used
within the class. Literals of all the four fundamental data
types (integer, floating point, character and string) will be
indexed and added to this table. Henceforth the literals
can be identified using indices to this table. Littab can be
considered as being analogous to the constant pool of the
class file. Methodtab has been used to store the details of
the methods declared in the class. These details include
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the method name, return type, parameter list to be passed
and the pointer to the AST of the body of the method. A
separate counter is used to keep track of the number of
methods in Classtab.

3.5. Abstract Syntax Tree Interpreter

The back end of the meta-compiler needs to execute
and display the output of the source code. The
generated Abstract Syntax Tree can be traversed to
generate native machine code or interpreted to display
the output. The AST keeps the global program structure
and relations between statements (which is lost in a
bytecode representation), and when compressed provides
a more compact representation. Thus, using AST has
been proposed as a better intermediate format for Just-in-
time compilers than bytecode. Also, it allows to perform
better analysis during runtime. The implementation of the
interpreter required the creation of a dedicated memory
pool for assigning the defined variables in the source code.
The implementation of the functional nodes of the AST
can be implemented using the instructions like arithmetic,
logical, control, etc.

3.6. Byte Code Generation

The bytecode output format of a source program has also
been generated from the Abstract Syntax Tree. A pre-
order traversal of the AST is performed to achieve the
same. The byte code is being generated for a virtual
stack machine. So, all operation nodes of the AST are
mapped onto stack operations. For example, an addition
operator node will be mapped onto two push operations to
push the operands and then only addition is invoked. The
instruction set of bytecode is compact and all operations
have references to labels and constants as specified in the
symbol table structure. The usage of byte code allows the
output of the compiler to be portable.

3.7. Optimization

The cost of executing programs through MetaJC++ is
high compared to C++ or Java compiler, for it includes
the syntax set of both languages. We have adopted
some optimization techniques to improve the performance
of the framework such as constant propagation, array
bound check elimination and method inlining implemented
through metagrammar which is discussed in [18]. Constant
Propagation propagates constants from assignment area
to the usage site. If any intervening definition occurs
for the variable constant propagation will not be done.
A chart showing variation in execution time of programs

Figure 2. Constant Propagation Optimization.

Figure 3. Constant Pool Memory Optimization.

executed in a Java compiler, meta compiler and meta
compiler with constant propagation is shown in Figure 2.
The variation in execution time in Java compiler and the
meta compiler is balanced through constant propagation.

The tables created during parsing such as Symtab, Littab
and Methodtab serve the function of constant pool data
structure which is an integral part of virtual machine. All
bytecode instructions using constants, methods, classes
and fields store indices to the constant pool. These indices
referring program information are stored in class tables,
method tables, literal tables and symbol tables of the meta
compiler. So constant pool indices are replaced through
class table references. Unresolved references are stored
in a look up table. So the time required to create constant
pool data structure is saved. A chart showing savings in
memory due to the removal of constant pool structure is
shown in Figure 3. The variation in the graph is due to
the look up table look ups.
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4. Issues in the design of
metacompiler
Since the development of Java was influenced by C++,
Java retains the syntactic structure of most of its
constructs. This includes the broad syntax for variable
declaration, assignment and other arithmetic/logical
statements, control flow statements, etc. Hence there is
no need for duplicity of efforts while dealing with these
basic constructs. These basic statements need to be
dealt with as in any C++ or Java compiler. Since the
aim of the work is not to create a more perfect C++ or
Java compiler, the essential problems to be resolved are
those regarding incompatibilities between C++ and Java,
mainly the features of C++ not present or not allowed in
Java.
The development of Meta compiler mainly has been
centred around mitigating the differences between C++
and Java. All constructs and features that are common
in both C++ and Java have been implemented. The
unification of Java and C++ through the Meta compiler
has been achieved by adopting various strategies. Minor
changes like extended user defined types have been
adopted by modifying the existing data structures of
compiler and by using specialised flags. Some other
differences like pointer concept have required entirely new
data structures for implementation. The most significant
differences between C++ and Java have been chosen
and implemented in the Meta compiler. These choices
of differences have been made considering their value
in augmenting the programmer’s flexibility. This section
discusses how the various incompatible features of C++
have been extended to Java.

4.1. Multiple Inheritance
Java allows only single inheritance, while C++ allows
multiple inheritance. This feature can be incorporated in
Java by allowing syntactically multiple inheritance. But
an act of inheritance requires that the compiler statically
determine the base class, inherited class and degree of
inheritance.
The provision of allowing multiple inheritance deviates
from the language specification of Java, but is considered a
core concept of C++. The problem of multiple inheritance
hence can be explained as two parts. One, dealing with
the declaration of multiple inheritance by a class and
second, dealing with the invocation of an inherited item
by an object. This object invocation must ensure that no
illegal access is allowed.
Multiple Inheritance has been implemented in the meta
compiler by modifying the grammar and symbol table

structure. Multiple inheritance is achieved in C++
through a combination of colon and comma operators.
The use of this comma operator is extended to Java also.
The Class Table structure has been adapted to allow
the storage of multiple indices of several classes. This
allows inheritance of several classes and invocation of the
members of the same. It serves the function of constant
pool structure of virtual machine which stores reference
to name of the class, method and its signature. The Class
Table structure is shown

Struct CL
{
int inherit_index[]
int iherit_count;
int interface_index[];
int interface_count;
struct p PTRTAB
struct S SYMTAB
struct L LITTAB
struct M METHOD TAB[]
int type_flag
}

The grammar to implement multiple inheritance is as
follows.
class_declaration: modifiers_opt CLASS class_name
super_opt class_body
class_name: IDENTIFIER
super: EXTENDS class_list
class_list: class_type | class_list COMMA class_type

A program depicting multiple inheritance and its bytecode
is shown below.
class A
{
void read()
}
class B
{
void print()
}
Class M extends A,B
{
public static void main ( String args[])
{
M m= new M();
m.read();
m.print()
}
}
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Bytecodes:
M()
aload_0
invokespecial #1 // Method A."<init>":()
return
main()
new #2 // class M
dup
invokespecial #3 // Method M."<init>":()V
astore_1
aload_1
invokevirtual #4 // Method read:()V
aload_1
invokevirtual #5 // Method print:()V
return

4.2. Pointers

The aim of using pointers in C++ is to increase the
flexibility of programmer. The same variable may be
accessed using multiple pointers. Also the value of pointer
may be altered dynamically, that is, the same pointer may
be used to point to other variables. All these advantages
make pointer an important feature of C++.
Java forbids the use of pointers to avoid memory related
errors. This is a fundamental difference between Java
and C++. The definition of pointers may only involve
a minor extension in the grammar of the language. But
the use of pointers and the dynamic alteration of the
pointed variable must be resolved. Also, the use of pointer
extends to parameter passing between methods, that is, it
allows a method to alter members of the invoking method.
Pointers may also be defined for user defined data types
like Structure, Class, etc.
The implementation of pointer concept requires the
compiler to address many memory related exceptions.
Dangling Reference indicates a pointer that points to a
de-allocated memory allocation. A pointer should not be
allowed to point a variable of different type. Pointers are
even allowed to refer to a method in some cases. The
resolution of these issues must be done keeping in mind
the prime reason for not allowing pointers in Java, that is,
to prevent any illegal memory access or manipulation.
In the meta-compiler, pointers have been implemented
keeping in mind the requirements of both Java and
C++. A dedicated Pointer Table has been used to store
the declared pointer labels. Instead of assigning the
addresses of the pointed variables, the pointer is only
assigned the index to the symbol table. This ensures that
memory access is not granted. In the Abstract Syntax
Tree, the pointer assignment and access operations have

been defined as separate node types for clarity.

Pointer Handling Algorithm
1. Pointer Declaration
type ASTERIX identifier
{
POINTER_TAB[new_entry]→type: $1→type
POINTER_TAB[new_entry]→name:$3→identifier
POINTER_TAB[new_entry]→index:NULL
}
2. Pointer Assignment
variable EQUALS AMPERSAND variable
{
entry: search($1→identifier,POINTER_TAB)
POINTER_TAB[entry]→index:
search(SYMBOL_TABLE,$3→identifier)
}
3. Pointer Invocation
ASTERIX variable
{ entry: search($2→identifier,POINTER_TAB)
create node ( POINTER_TAB[entry])
return node }

Parser actions of pointer declaration statements add the
declared pointer variable to the pointer table. Pointer
Assignment statement assigns the symbol table indices of
the variable to the corresponding pointer table fields. The
search() routine is used to fetch the symbol table indices.
Pointer Invocation statements are parsed to create AST
nodes that will dynamically result in the pointed variable.

4.3. Structures and Unions

Structure and Union are two specific user defined data
types of C++. They may seem to be redundant in Java,
but they serve the purpose of filling the void between an
interface and a class. Union is similar to Structure except
that it allows the use of only one constituent data field
at a time. Most of the legacy applications use union
to implement alternate views of memory. An effective
implementation of Union data type along with structure
is done in [19]. Each member of the union form subclass
of a super class containing other members of the structure
other than union members. A member of the super class
is used as a flag to identify which member of the union to
be used by instantiating the corresponding subclass. The
declaration of structures and unions and their subsequent
references in the symbol table of the compiler must be
provided for. Also, the access of members of structures
through variables (akin to objects) must be allowed.
The lexer and grammar of the Meta compiler has been
extended to recognize the tokens "struct" and "union" and
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also to parse the declaration and access statements of
structure and Union. Their implementation through parser
action statements on the Class table has been achieved
by using a specialised flag in the class that determines
the type of class. The structure has been implemented
as a class that has no methods. The union has been
implemented as a structure which allows only one of its
members to be manipulated, using common memory area.

4.4. Goto Statement

Goto can be used in C++ due to its backward
compatibility with C [16]. Java being a pure object oriented
language forbids the use of an unstructured statement
like goto. It has even reserved ’goto’ as a key word to
provide prompt error display. Even though the use of
structured control flow constructs like while and for are
more logic oriented, Goto can be helpful in situations
where a heuristic transfer of control is required.
The translation of Goto statements in C to Java is done
in FICTOJ [20]. It actually hides Goto statements in
the source code and reinsert in the bytecode to promote
Analysis Preserving Language Transformation (APLT).
Various strategies to eliminate Goto statements from
legacy code are discussed in [21]. The unstructured
goto statement is replaced with iterative constructs
to produce functionally equivalent output. A totally
different approach is used in the metaframework. The
implementation of Goto statement requires two tasks. The
declaration of goto statement at a specific location and
the specification of label indicating the altered control
location must be stored within the compiler dynamically.
The translation of source program must ensure that either
the goto statement is converted into a high level control
flow statement or be retained as such. The former is more
practical since most native machine codes have only goto
statements as control flow statements.
Goto statement has been implemented by creating a new
node in the AST. When the program is parsed itself,
all goto labels are identified and pointers to AST of
the labelled statements are saved. The node of the
goto statement in AST will point to AST of the labelled
statement, allowing easy change of control flow.

Unstructured Control Flow Implementation Algorithm
This algorithm is used to implement the goto statement
to provide a direct control flow alteration. It is done by
creating an AST node for goto statement that will have
its child a pointer to the AST of the statement pointed by
the label of the goto statement. For this, whenever a label
is defined, the AST of the pointed statement needs to be
saved, this is done using a dedicated Label Table.

Label Definition Statement

LABEL_NAME: statement
{
1. temp= AST_NODE(statement)
2. Create_new_entry(LABELTAB,LABEL_NAME,temp)
}

Goto Statement Action

Goto LABEL_NAME
{
1. temp=search(LABELTAB,LABEL_NAME)
2. Create_AST_node(GOTO_STMT, temp)
}

4.5. Operator Overloading

Operator overloading refers to the assignment of new
functionalities to existing operators of C++. The native
purpose of the operator is not disabled, it is simply
overloaded. Operator overloading is performed by defining
an operator function for the particular operator in a
class. When the operator is invoked using objects of the
class, the operator method is referred to, elsewhere the
usual function of the operator is performed. Operator
overloading is allowed for all unary binary and ternary
operators of C++.
Implementation of Operator overloading in a compiler is a
multi-pronged task. The compiler must statically keep a
tab on the operators that are being overloaded and their
classes. Whenever an overloaded operator is used, the
compiler must determine whether the native functionality
of the operator or the operator function of the class is to
be invoked, by considering the data types of the operands.

Operator Overloading Implementation Algorithm

Eg: consider the statement - a++;
When a is an integer, it refers to the increment operation.
When a is an object, it refers to the object method as -
a.operator++();
Hence, this resolution of the operator’s function can be
performed by analysing the type of operands as:

OPERAND INCREMENT_OPERATOR
{
1. If( type(OPERAND) is OBJECT )
Create_AST_node( Object Method Invocation )
2. Else
Create_AST_node ( Increment Operation )
}
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5. Conclusion
The Meta compiler for C++ and Java has demonstrated
the usefulness of combining two or more programming
languages into a Meta language. It combines the sets of
programming constructs of both C++ and Java. The most
important advantage has been that even a programmer
with limited knowledge of C++ and Java has been able
to use the compiler, since statements from both can be
used in the program.
There have been translation tools for translating a C++
program into a Java program. Tools have been in use for
compiling a C++ program into a class file instead of an
executable file. This Meta compiler has a totally different
approach in that, the source code can concurrently have
valid statements of both Java and C++.
The Meta-compiler can be augmented and improved in two
perspectives. Further programming languages of different
classes may be added to the compiler to increase the
flexibility of the Meta-Language. Another approach for
improvement is to upgrade the code of the meta-compiler
into a more user-friendly and holistic compilation platform.
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